KNOWN FOR “GOING BEYOND INNOVATION,” Intuit reflects its forward-thinking culture in the workplace

A community at work and play

Intuit’s four-building San Diego campus not only provides the company’s associates with modern surroundings, but is also intended to be a lifestyle-enhancing neighborhood. With extensive recreation and sports facilities, numerous dining options, an education center, a large outdoor theater and walking trails throughout the park-like atmosphere of the campus, the design creates a positive and supportive environment.

Appealing as these elements may be, the epicenter of daily activity is in the think-tank of workspaces, which are designed to stimulate the innovative ideas that have made the high-tech leader so successful. Geared towards configuration flexibility, many components of the office can be easily moved or repositioned to customize the dimensions and layout of space, or to contain collaborative groups both large and small.

Environmentally aware

The company also embraces environmental awareness and green measures, and the building design embodies many of these goals and beliefs. Providing accommodations for bicycle commuters, operating extensive recycling programs, using eco-friendly building materials, and energy-efficient building systems are among many of the operational elements which position the facility’s interiors for LEED-CI Gold certification.

Owner | Kilroy Realty
Client | Intuit
Project manager | Integrated Project Management
Interior designer | Carrier Johnson + CULTURE
Client general contractor | DPR Construction, Inc.
Mechanical / plumbing engineer | MA Engineers
Electrical engineer | Michael Wall Engineering
Structural engineer | HOPE Engineering
A/V and acoustical design | McKay Conant Brook
Food consultant | Orness Design Group, Inc.
Environmental graphics | Stuart White Design
Systems furniture / demountable walls | BKM OfficeWorks | Steelcase
Ancillary furniture | BKM OfficeWorks | Contract Interiors
Carpet | Shaw | Milliken